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Abstract – Sensor systems need to be more adaptive to

perform well in dynamically changing environments. Com-

mon awareness in sensor systems enables distributed agents

to perform coordinated actions and reason about other

agents. In addition, physical distribution of the agents in

the network prevent a single point of failure and provides

distributed sensing, but introduces the problem of communi-

cation constraints (e.g. bandwidth and latency), especially

in complex sensors with large amounts of data. Therefore,

the general aim is to develop evaluation methods that enable

each agent to determine the reward of information coming

from its own sensors by balancing the value and the cost

(determined by the communication constraints). The value

of information is determined by the global need for infor-

mation. These evaluation methods are adaptive to changing,

and possibly multiple and multi-dimensional requests and to

changing communication constraints. In this paper the main

focus lies on how to deal with latency.

Keywords: Intelligent Sensor Network, Information Value,

Communication Constraints, Timeliness, NAIHS.

1 Introduction
Nowadays, many application domains (e.g. public safety,

traffic management, defense) use multiple different sensors,

that are spatially distributed, to observe a large environment.

The data originating from all these sensors needs to be pro-

cessed and fused to create a complete view of the environ-

ment. In this paper the domain of defense is used as an

example. Our research is applied to the creation of situa-

tion awareness in maritime operations. An improvement of

the situation awareness can be achieved by a multi-platform

network-centric approach. In such an approach the (spatially

distributed) data from the sensors on different platforms can

be exchanged (e.g. like plots) and combined. Especially

in low-level distributed processing of for example plots, the

amount of data to be communicated is higher than in higher-

level distributed processing. Therefore a drawback in the

low-level distributed processing lies in the negative effects

of communication, such as limited bandwidth, latency and

communication error. This paper specifically focuses on the

effects of latency in a Distributed Sensor System (DSS).

There are a number of research areas concerned with in-

creasing the adaptivity of DSS’s. Dynamically adapting

the allocation of tasks and controlling the actions of sen-

sors is sensor management, see [1] for a good overview

into sensor management. Adaptively allocating communi-

cation and/or processing to components is another method

of adaptivity called resource management. Sensor manage-

ment makes choices based on the quality of information the

sensors can provide, where the measures of quality are based

on the goals the network has been given. Resource manage-

ment chooses according to the importance of communicat-

ing and/or processing of information by components. Sen-

sor and resource management provide high adaptivity of the

network.

In [2], a method is proposed to reduce the communica-

tion load in a multi-sensor multi-target setting. This method

aims to adaptively fuse locally gathered measurements in a

single artificial measurement, based on the current commu-

nication load (when the load is too high fusion takes place).

Although this and resource management are effective meth-

ods to adapt to the communication load, they take no ac-

count of the online value measurements add to the achieve-

ment of the goals of the DSS.

Request and Constraint Based Evaluation (RCBE), which

was introduced in [3], is intended to increase the adaptivity

of Distributed Sensor Systems. RCBE is adaptive to varying

global requests made to the system and varying communi-

cation constraints in the network. Every component in the

DSS uses RCBE to locally estimate the value and (commu-

nication) costs of measurements.

In this paper and in [3] the generic objective is for a

DSS to cooperatively maintain a Common Awareness (CA)

by performing RCBE. CA means that all components have

identical awareness at all times. CA in DSS enables dis-

tributed components to perform coordinated actions and rea-

son about other components. The RCBE method can judge

certain information to be relevant based on one request and

irrelevant on another. RCBE is related to the work of Vela-
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gapudi et. al. [4] who developed a method to value informa-

tion in multi-agent teams.

In this paper latency is explicitly taken into account. A

measurement is found relevant when it adds more value to

the CA than it brings costs in communication. If the mea-

surement is found relevant it is transmitted to all participat-

ing components. When all components have received this

measurement, the CA is updated. Due to variable latency in

the DSS not all components will receive the message at the

same time and due to for example contention some transmis-

sion attempts will fail. In the last case the message has to be

retransmitted. Usually systems send a message a fixed num-

ber of times or stop trying to send it after a certain amount

of time. However, it can very well be that the information

in this message is outdated, because for example the CA can

already be updated with measurements that are received by

all platforms. In this paper the measurement will be evalu-

ated again and the utility of the information calculated with

respect to the CA of the moment. This can result in a deci-

sion not to try to send the message again.

In section 2 a short description of the functional archi-

tecture is given. A short overview of some communication

protocols is given in section 3. The mathematical framework

used to determine the value of information in the sensor data

is outlined in section 4. This theory is applied to an exam-

ple scenario, which is explained in section 5. The results

of our simulations are presented in section 6. Finally, some

conclusions will be given in section 7.

2 Functional architecture

A resource management and sensor management system

can be designed along a provider-consumer architecture. A

provider-consumer architecture is a service providing and

consuming system, where services pose requests for infor-

mation they need and fulfill requests they receive from other

services. In a sensor management perspective there are dy-

namically changing requests for sensor services to provide

certain functions. In a resource management perspective, a

communication service provides bandwidth allocation func-

tionality.

Sensor management and resource management make

DSS’s more adaptive. This research is aimed to de-

velop methods which make the DSS even more adaptive.

Where sensor management is useful for request-based task-

allocation for sensors, and resource management for alloca-

tion of resources based on importance, the real-time RCBE

of incoming data is an additional mechanism for enhanc-

ing adaptivity. RCBE enables real-time evaluation based on

requests and the constraints of communication and process-

ing. The claim is that the combination of RCBE, resource

and sensor management, enables a more complete adaptive

architecture for DSS’s.

A networked system can be decomposed in functional

components that interact by requesting information and pro-

viding requested information amongst each other. The

Observe-Orient-Decide-Act (OODA) cycle [5], the Active

Sensor Network (ASN) [6] and the Joint Directors of Labo-

ratories (JDL) model [7, 8] are three models that make a de-

composition of the system. Just like these models, the Net-

worked Adaptive Interactive Hybrid Systems [9] (NAIHS)

model decomposes the system into a chain of functional

components ranging from collector to effector. The NAIHS

model makes a decomposition into three dimensions; a de-

composition into information abstractions, a decomposition

into physically separated platforms, and a decomposition in

timescales on which the system has to interact with its envi-

ronment. A more elaborate explanation of these decomposi-

tions is given in [9, 10].

The NAIHS model has strong resemblance with the JDL

model. A thorough explanation is given in [11]. The left

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the distributed cog-

nitive system model. Situation awareness is build up from

the level of sensors to the level of impact assessment. The

decide on action loop is from impact management down to

the actuators.

hand side of figure 5 shows the chain that builds up the situ-

ation awareness. The right hand side shows the chain that is

involved in the decide on action part. At each level there is

a link between the situation awareness and decide on action

side. The physical decomposition is represented by similar

functional components at the same level.

The functional components have to communicate

data/information and/or requests in order to cooperate.

Higher level components request information from lower

level components, and these deliver information back ac-

cording to this request.
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The delivering components gather and evaluate the rel-

evance or reward of data they have locally gathered. The

reward of data is constrained by the following:

• the actual requests,

• the internal state of the component,

• the resources available for processing, storage and

communication.

Using the results of the evaluation, the component can lo-

cally decide how and when to deliver the data to consumers,

request more data from its providers, and exchange data with

its siblings on other platforms.

3 Communication in the Distributed

Sensor System
Higher level components pose requests to the object as-

sessment agents that together build up CA. The object as-

sessment agents calculate the reward of detections by bal-

ancing the cost against the value of a detection. Delay,

caused by constraints in the communication and processing,

in synchronizing the awareness in all agents, (negatively)

influences the value of the detection and (positively) influ-

ences the cost. We assume a wireless network. We also

assume that the communication service (CS) provides a cost

function based on the data size and the delay, and an ex-

pected delay distribution (EDD).

Because the research focuses on wireless networks a

rather realistic wireless communication setting is needed

and therefore consider the following. Broadcast is done

by Multi-Unicast; there is an end-to-end link between ev-

ery component and the data stream is sent to every single

component. Moreover, every unicast between two compo-

nents is assumed to be position based [12]. In general, the

communication protocol retransmits failed packets. Also,

the number of packets a message is divided in depends on

the data size. So data size influences the delay. Every uni-

cast has a specific spiked EDD. The CS will provide a local

agent with a spiked EDD. Every spike indicates the proba-

bility of the confirmed arrival of a detection with a certain

delay to all concerned components. The reward is a sum-

mation of the difference between the value and the cost per

spike.

3.1 The Standard Protocol

As a communication protocol we assume the IEEE 802.11

standard protocol [13] for communication in a WLAN. This

protocol consists of a Medium Access Control (MAC) and

a Physical layer. The MAC layer performs also Fragmenta-

tion, Packet Retransmissions and Acknowledges.

The basic access method of the MAC layer is the

Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance

(CSMA/CA), which is a contention based protocol. This

method starts by sensing the medium. When the medium is

busy it waits with transmission until the medium is free. For

Wireless LAN the 802.11 protocol combines CA with an

additional Positive Acknowledge, because of uncertain con-

nections and non-uniform contention in space. Basically, the

medium should be free for a Distributed Inter Frame Space

(DIFS) before a component is allowed to transmit. The re-

ceiving station sends an acknowledge packet (ACK), and if

it is received by the transmitter this means there has not been

a collision. The sender will retransmit the fragment until the

transmission is successful. The exponential random backoff

algorithm is used to plan the retransmission schedule.

The 802.11 protocol also uses a Virtual Carrier Sense

to reduce the probability of collision due to component-to-

component deafness. This includes transmission of a Re-

quest To Send (RTS) by the sender, and a Clear To Send

(CTS) response.

The 802.11 protocol uses a simple Send-and-Wait algo-

rithm. A component is allowed to transmit a new fragment

until either it receives an ACK, or decides the fragment was

retransmitted to often. The standard allows a component to

transmit to a different component, which is convenient for

broadcast/multi-unicasts.

3.2 Delay Calculation

Given the background of state of the art protocols, it is

possible to make realistic assumptions for the CS. Transmis-

sion of every packet has a certain error ratio. This error ratio

depends on many things, like distance, packet size, num-

ber of receivers etc.. Given a certain number of addresses

where the message is aimed for, the MAC protocol computes

a transmission schedule for all these messages. Without get-

ting in too many details about the scheduling and sensing of

the binary protocol, the time of transmission of a packet to

multiple receivers comprises the DIFS, the RTS and CTS

time, the data transmission time, and the ACK transmis-

sion time. The CS is than assumed to be able to calculate

firstly the spike delay time of a completed transmission, and

secondly the total error ratio of the successful multi-unicast

transmission of the set of messages comprising the transmis-

sion. Subsequently, the CS calculates the total error ratio

and delay time for all the retransmissions. In summery, the

CS provides the EDD.

In communication protocols, there are no mechanisms

to stop a packet from being retransmitted repeatedly. In

other words, the packet is always being regarded as valu-

able enough to send. Systems designed according to Ser-

vice Oriented Architectures (SOA) have the ability to adapt

to the dynamic environment and needs it is asked, by hav-

ing a dynamic structure and information flow. More specif-

ically, DSS’s designed according to SOA could very well

have CS’s requesting and providing services. Because of

the communication constraints in the network it can be use-

ful to determine the expected reward of data over time (n

retransmissions). The decision for retransmission will be

determined by the expected reward (e.g. below zero no re-

transmission).

For every (re)transmission the expected reward can be

calculated. After a certain time the expected reward will
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become too low for transmission to be relevant. This en-

tails that the rewards of the next retransmission attempts do

not have to be calculated, because there will be no attempts.

In short, the total expected reward is the summation of the

positively rewarded spikes. In addition, because there is a

certain chance that the contact has failed to be transmitted

after the last positively rewarded retransmission, the cost of

the communication until then has to be subtracted from the

expected reward to conclude the calculation.

4 Formal description of the data eval-

uation
The generic framework that is used in this paper is the

same framework as in [3]. Please consult [3] for a more

detailed explanation.

4.1 Reward Function

RCBE determines the reward of data and is determined

by the requests, the internal state of the component, and the

resources available for processing, storage and communica-

tion. The reward function is defined as

R(Zt, d) = V (Zt, d) − C(Zt, d) (1)

where Zt is the incoming data at time t and d is the delay

time.

In short: Object assessment agents maintain a CA X̂, by

determining the reward R of incorporating locally incoming

data Zt into X̂ by weighing the value of data V against the

total costs C of communicating, processing and/or storing

the data Zt.

The delay variable is added, to take the transmission and

processing time into account. The data should have a reward

higher than zero to be communicated.

4.2 The Value Function

The value function is a domain-specific function for lo-

cally determining the value of incorporating a locally gath-

ered data set into the CA, given the information need or re-

quest from higher level components. A global request from

a higher level component consists of one or more separate

requests. A single request can be either single- or multiple-

component and can be either one- or multiple dimensional.

This research focusses on how to deal with multiple and

multi-dimensional requests. The case of a single request was

explained in [3].

The focus lies on two different types of requests. Firstly,

there is the information need, which is a request for cer-

tain information, like certainty of location of an object. Sec-

ondly, there is a timeliness need; information is more valu-

able in one second than in two seconds because the system

cannot react properly with a long delay.

A single request can be dependent of multiple types of

information and of time, but it can also depend on time or

on a single type of information. In the first case time and

one or more types of information are dependent, hence there

is a multivariate request.

A single request consists at least of a utility function. The

utility function is an abstract function for the determination

of the importance of the request. This function can for ex-

ample be a certain threshold, a sigmoid or a step function,

and it can be one- or multi-dimensional.

To have an absolute measure of valuing data, an informa-

tion measure is used to compare probabilistic states. Infor-

mation gain is the difference in uncertainty of two states.

Information gain is measured in two cases:

1. The information gain between the previous/current CA

without the data set and the desired state.

2. The information gain between the current CA updated

with the data set and the desired state.

The utility function then determines the utility of the first

and the second information gain separately. Last, the value

function calculates the difference between these utilities.

4.3 Formal Description of the Value Function

The utility function determines the utility of certain data.

Here the utility is determined of the information gain this

data creates in the CA and/or of the timeliness of the infor-

mation gain. The utility U(∆, d) is the set of utility func-

tions determining the information gain and timeliness re-

quirements of the higher level components requests.

A single utility function, u, can be one or multi dimen-

sional. It can depend on delay time d or on a single infor-

mation request δ, but also on a combination of several in-

formation requests and time. The set of information utility

functions is defined as:

U(∆, d) = [u1(β1), ..., u1(βn), ..., ur(β1), ..., ur(βn)],
(2)

where β is a subset of the union of the delay time d and the

set of information gain measures ∆,

β ⊆ ∆
⋃

d. (3)

An object assessment agent locally determines the value

V of a data set Zt (measured on time t), by taking the sum

over the sub-values v calculated by using the respective util-

ity functions u. A separate utility function consists of one or

more parameters β.

The value function is found by calculating the difference

between two utilities. The first is the utility u of the infor-

mation gain δi between the desired state xt+d and the com-

monly estimated state x̂t+d without data-set Zt. The second

is the utility u of the information gain δi between the de-

sired state xt+d and the commonly estimated state with the

data-set Zt.

v(Zt, d) =

u(d, δ1(xt+d, x̂t+d | Zt), ..., δi(xt+d, x̂t+d | Zt))−

u(d, δ1(xt+d, x̂t+d), ..., δi(xt+d, x̂t+d)) (4)
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δ can be any information measure, like the Kullback-Leibler

(KL) divergence, Alpha divergence, etc.. The parameters

can vary from time d only, or one or more information re-

quests δ only, to a combination of time and one or more

information requests.

4.4 Problem Formulation

4.4.1 Formulation with a Spiked Latency Distribution

The expected spiked delay distribution function, p (d), for

a multi-unicast transmission of message Zt at time t is for-

mulated as follows:

p (d) =
∑

i

Piδ(di), (5)

with di > 0, pi > 0,
∑n

1 pi 6 1. Here di is the ith spike de-

lay time, δ is the delta function, pi is the probability (packet

error ratio) of the successful packet transmission at di and n

is the total number of spikes.

4.4.2 Value function

The utility function used here is multivariate and has the

information gain δ and spike delay time di as parameters.

The explicit choice of the utility function is domain and sit-

uation dependent and is given by the higher level compo-

nents. As an example and used in the experiments the fol-

lowing utility function determines the utility of time delay

and information gain,

U(δ, di) =
1

1 + e0.25(δ−15)

1

1 + e5(di−1.6)
. (6)

The Alpha-divergence [14] is used to measure the informa-

tion gain δ between the desired state x, which describes the

desired accuracy, and the state estimate x̂.

The shape of this utility function is a three dimensional

sigmoid function, see figure 2. The first term of equation 7

describes the utility of the information gain. Figure 2 shows

that an information gain between 0 and 7.5 results in a high

value of the first term. An increasing information gain re-

sults in a rapidly decreasing utility, to become diminishingly

small after an information gain of 25. The second term of

equation 7 describes the utility of time delay. If the commu-

nication of the data is expected to have a delay time of 0 to 1

seconds it gives a high value of the second term. If the delay

time is higher the second term rapidly decreases and sinks

diminishingly low after 2 seconds.

The delay time and the information gain are chosen to be

independent, in order to observe the behavior of the algo-

rithm here. Note, however, that a dependency between the

two does not pose additional problems.

Using this utility function the value function becomes:

V (Zt, di) =
1

1 + e0.25(δ(xt+di
,x̂t+di

|Zi

t
)−15)

1

1 + e5(di−1.6)

−
1

1 + e0.25(δ(xt+di
,x̂t+di

)−15)

1

1 + e5(di−1.6)

(7)
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Figure 2: The utility function with contour plot

4.4.3 Cost function

An explicit cost function, C, needs to be defined. This

cost function is based on data size and delay time (more re-

transmissions) and it needs to match with the communica-

tion theory that is used.

The cost function is assumed to be given by the CS and

is domain and situation dependent. It is based on the data

size SZ and the delay time di. Applied to a spiked delay

distribution, it gives the following generic formula:

C(Zt, di) = C(SZ , di) (8)

In the experiments the following cost function is randomly

chosen:

C(Zt, di) = 0.01SZ(0.15di + 0.25) (9)

4.4.4 Reward function

Using the spiked EDD of section 4.4.1, the reward func-

tion simply becomes the summation of the products of the

probabilities of the single spikes and the single expected re-

ward at the specified delay:

R(Zt) =

m∑

i=1

(pi(V (Zt, di) − C(SZ , δ(di)))). (10)

As explained in 3.2, only the m positively rewarded

spikes are summed (m > n). There is an expected proba-

bility of failure of transmission pf of all positively rewarded

transmission attempts, hence a probability for the commu-

nication costs made until then. This means the total ex-

pected reward in equation 10 has to be corrected by sub-

tracting pf

∑n

i=1(C(SZ , di)). pf is calculated by pf =
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1 −
∑n

i=1(pi). The corrected expected reward becomes:

R(Zt) =

n∑

i=1

(pi(V (Zt, di) − C(SZ , di)))−

pf

n∑

i=1

(C(SZ , di)). (11)

The value function in equation 7 and the cost function in

9 have been chosen in these forms to result in an expected

reward balancing around zero during the experiments. In

other words, these forms result in a simulation of a situa-

tion where communication possibilities are limited and only

valuable data is communicated.

5 Experiments

5.1 Scenario

The scenario is shown in figure 3 and consists of three

ships observing an area at sea by using radars, where the

local tracker agents provide an object tracking function to

the higher level agents. They have a local source of noisy

detections coming from the detection agents, from which

object detections can be requested. Two unidentified objects

fly into the detection ranges of all three radars and both make

a mirrored movement of two loops. The tracks of the objects

consist of sharp curves and straight parts.
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Figure 3: A snapshot of the scenario in matlab. The black

arcs represent the radar detection ranges for every ship and

the green and blue track the routes of the two objects

In comparison with the scenario in [3] there are three

additions, which make this scenario more complex. First,

there are three ships observing the area. Second, there are

the overlapping detection ranges. Third, there are multiple

objects that need to be observed. The overlapping detec-

tion ranges result in object detections of both ships, hence in

near-simultaneous decentralized data evaluation of the CA.

Every tracker agent receives the same global request:

“Deliver a timely situational picture consisting of tracks

for objects in the environment of the platforms. This pic-

ture should be equal and synchronized for all platforms in-

volved”. Possibly additional conditions could be imposed

on the type and qualities of the data: region-of-interest, track

accuracy/clarity/continuity. The tracker agents process all

incoming data to build up their tracks. Only contacts with

high value are communicated to the other tracker agents. At

a common update time every agent simultaneously updates

the common awareness to keep it synchronized. In short:

every agent processes the same data to build up the CA.

5.2 Demonstration Environment

The architecture of the demonstrator for simulating the

scenario is the same as in [10]. For further information about

the demonstrator please consult this article.

Each ship has a communication service (CS), responsible

for determining the cost function and the spiked EDD. The

spiked EDD will be kept equal for every ship, see fig. 4.

The assumption is that the ships communicate according to

the simplified mechanism described in section 3. Note that

ships usually do not communicate via WLAN, but that the

mechanisms are generic for any network.

Each ship evaluates every detection on the contribution

in accuracy and timeliness to the CA and the cost of com-

munication. If the detection has an expected reward higher

than zero, the CS will perform a multi-unicast transmission.

When this fails, the detection is reevaluated and if the ex-

pected reward is high enough the detection is retransmitted.

This process continues until either the expected reward be-

comes lower than zero or the detection has been successfully

transmitted.

An example of a spiked EDD is graphically shown in

fig.4. In the experiments a non-equidistant spike EDD is

used with equal probabilities (0.75) of successful transmis-

sion for every transmission attempt. The distribution of

spikes is meant to simulate the exponential back-off algo-

rithm (see [13]). Although this EDD is a simplification, the

RCBE method is generic enough to deal with any kind of

spike distribution.

6 Results

6.1 Experiments

The object of the experiments is to show the value of ap-

plying RCBE on a situation with realistic communication

settings. The experiments are runs of the specified scenario,

with a constant parameter setting. In figures 5 and 6, the

plots show the cumulative number of successfully transmit-

ted detections in time.

In figure 5 the result of the first experiment is shown.

Here the cumulative number of successfully transmitted de-

tections is plotted over time for every transmission attempt.

Additionally the cumulative number of relevant (rewarded

higher than zero) contacts is plotted in black. Note, the black

plot also includes the unsuccessfully transmitted relevant
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Figure 4: The spiked latency distribution.

contacts. This figure shows that detections are still valuable

enough to send after a first and even a second retransmission.

It also shows that after the second attempt transmitting is al-

most not valuable anymore. Moreover, it was never valuable

to do a 4th attempt. This is because the utility of a detection

decreases because time passes (see equation 6) and because

the information gain δ increases. The black plot indicates

that there have been several contacts, which initially were

relevant, but in later attempts decreased too much in rele-

vancy to be retransmitted.

Figure 5: Graph showing the cumulative number of contacts

send after the first, second and third transmission attempt

The second experiment is object to show the adaptability

of the RCBE method to a variety of communication situ-

ations. In figure 6 the blue line represents the cumulative

number of successfully transmitted detections of a run of

a situation where transmission is always successful with a

constant delay of 0.2 seconds. The red and the green lines

represent runs with more realistic communication settings.

In both situations there is a spiked EDD where the chance of

successful transmission is 0.75 and 0.6 respectively. These

lines show that when the chance of transmission failure in-

creases, less communication occurs. This is because the

evaluation method incorporates this chance of failure in cal-

culating the expected reward (see equation 11), which low-

ers the expected reward and therefore causes less communi-

cation. This is the desired behavior, because in more severe

communication situations the expected latency and the costs

of communication of successful transmission increases and

the value of the detection decreases.

Both results show that in this specific scenario, setting

and chosen reward function, evaluation and reevaluation of

a detection before every (re)transmission attempt is relevant.

The evaluation method enables adaptivity to different com-

munication situations in these experiments. It is expected

that similar results will occur in different circumstances,

hence that the evaluation method is adaptive to all commu-

nication situations.

Figure 6: Graph showing the cumulative number of contacts

for different delay spectra.

7 Conclusion
Request and Constraints Based Evaluation (RCBE) of [3]

is used to create a Common Awareness (CA) in a decentral-

ized fashion between object assessment agents, but now with

a more realistic communication setting and on a more elab-

orate scenario than in [3]. Moreover, RCBE has been ex-

tended to be able to deal with multiple requests, specifically

with accuracy and timeliness. The reward function com-

bines three constraints, i.e. the requests, the internal state of

the component and the resources available for processing,
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storage and communication, to determine the reward of up-

dating the CA with new local incoming data. This generic

method is applicable to all dynamically Distributed Sensor

Systems (DSS) where the goal is to create CA between ob-

ject assessment agents.

In this paper the focus has been on how to calculate

the real-time expected reward of information in a realistic

communication setting with delays and possible failures of

transmission, to subsequently decide to communicate or not.

RCBE works on overlapping detection ranges and multiple

moving objects. Moreover, the experiments show the value

of using RCBE in a realistic communication setting. RCBE

enables adaptive communication of the DSS by realistically

rewarding data based on the communication situation and

the current requests.

The combination of RCBE with resource and sensor man-

agement, enables a more complete adaptive architecture for

DSS’s. Furthermore, the experiments show that RCBE can

be incorporated in the communication protocol, in particular

for deciding to retransmit information.

For future work it is desirable to normalize the units of

the cost and the value function. It would be valuable to ex-

periment with more realistic communication architectures,

preferably in a real world DSS. Also, the aim is to experi-

ment on more types of requests and other object assessment

algorithms like recognition.
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